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Disclosure and disclaimer
§ René Smits is Alternate Member, Administrative Board of Review (ABoR), European

Central Bank (ECB); Professor of EMU law, University of Amsterdam; Independent
Consultant: EMU law, banking regulation, RS Law & Society Consulting B.V.; Assessor,
Belgian Competition Authority.

§ Nothing that I may say, or omit to say, may be attributed to the ECB, the Single
Supervisory Mechanism (SSM), or ABoR, nor may it be considered to have been said, or
omitted, with insider knowledge of current developments, which I do not have.
I am subject to professional secrecy obligations arising from my role at ABoR.
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Academic contributions in 2016
1. ESM conditionality in court: two Advocate Generals on 14 Cypriot appeal cases pending in 

Luxembourg, Blogpost ACELG, 22 April 2016, at: https://acelg.blogactiv.eu/2016/04/22/esm-
conditionality-in-court-two-advocate-generals-on-14-cypriot-appeal-cases-pending-in-luxembourg/

2. From subordinated to prominent: the role of the European Commission in EMU - Reflections on Euro 
Area democracy, in Luigi Daniele (ed.), The Democratic Principle and the Economic and Monetary 
Union, proceedings of the like-named conference, Rome, 22 January 2016 (forthcoming)

3. A More Coherent Project (‘From the Board’, editorial), Legal Issues of Economic Integration 43:3, 
pp. 219 – 233

4. A central bank in times of crisis: the ECB’s developing role in the EU’s currency union, in Research 
Handbook on Central Banking, editors: Rosa Lastra and Peter Conti Brown (forthcoming)

5. EMU Law developments, Remarks for the CIRSF (Centro de Investigação sobre Regulação e Supervisão
do Sector Financeiro – Research Center on Regulation and Supervision of the Financial Sector) Annual 
International Conference, Lisbon, 23 June 2016, at: 
http://www.cirsf.eu/site/uploads/noticias/documentos/87BAD332- C3CA2_1.pdf
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Forthcoming academic contribution

q John Taylor and René Smits, Bank Holding Supervision: 
A Comparative Inventory and A Call for Pan-African Regulation.
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Overview of the presentation

1. Introduction
2. The current crisis, or malaise
3. Economic governance 

A) State focus B) Adversarial nature C) Rules versus discretion D) Transparency

4. Monetary policy
A) Mandate B) Economic policy role C) External representation

5. Banking union: the need for singleness of standards
6. Societal considerations
7. A personal note
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We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when
we created them.
Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

Including something in the universe of possible options is quite a
powerful thing, even if you still don’t like it, think it’s unlikely, or
difficult. At least, starting to think of an option as possible makes a
difference to your thinking.
Martin Sandbu, interviewed by Nicholas Barrett, journalist, European
University Institute.
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Article 5 TFEU

1. The Member States shall coordinate their economic policies within the Union. 
To this end, the Council shall adopt measures, in particular broad guidelines for 
these policies.
Specific provisions shall apply to those Member States whose currency is the 
euro.
2. The Union shall take measures to ensure coordination of the employment 
policies of the Member States, in particular by defining guidelines for these 
policies.
3. The Union may take initiatives to ensure coordination of Member States' social 
policies.
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Werner and Delors Reports on economic union
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Committee for the Study of 
Economic and Monetary 
Union, 
Report on Economic and 
Monetary Union in the 
European Community, 
12 April 1989
(‘Delors Committee Report’)



The crisis: design faults or policy choices?
Design faults:
§ Imbalance between monetary and economic union, without central 

budgetary authority or effective coordination of economic policies, leaving 
the ECB alone to address any major crisis effectively
§ Absence of single banking supervision and resolution before 2014/16
Wrong policy choices:
§Wrong sequencing of economic policy prescriptions: 

austerity before structural measures
§ Dispersed rather than unified policy making (bank guarantees)
§ Overemphasis on austerity – no compassion for effects ‘on the ground’
Legitimacy and accountability issues
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Bini Smaghi, Lorenzo (2015) Governance and Conditionality: Toward a 
Sustainable Framework?, Journal of European Integration, 37:7, 755-768, 
DOI: 10.1080/07036337.2015.1079372

“The explicit involvement of national parliaments, especially in
Germany, gives the impression that it is ultimately up to the latter to
agree on whether another Eurozone country can access the ESM and
receive financial assistance. This creates a direct opposition between
countries, and their own people and media, which is very detrimental
to the process of political integration. The ESM decision-making
process should be made more similar to that of the IMF. This does not
prevent national parliaments from being involved, but this should be at
an early stage, in giving mandate to the respective national
representatives in the institution rather as appearing to be the ultimate
decision-maker and judge.”
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Other EMU design fault lines 
(not connected to the crisis)
§ Admitting  Member States that were not ready, in terms of budgetary 

balance or adequacy of governance, into the euro area
§ Failing to secure a neutral changeover to the single currency – made 

the single currency unpopular even before the crisis erupted (Teuro: 
the expensive euro, Gefühlsinflation, perceived versus actual 
inflation) so that it easily became the scapegoat for all that went 
wrong since 2010
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ECB President before national parliaments

Mario Draghi spoke with national parliaments in 
q Germany (2012, 2016)
q France (2013)
q Finland (2014) 
q Italy (2015).
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The role of academics

q Be scrupulous in terminology
q Avoid thinking in ‘fixed concepts’
q Adopt a truly multidisciplinary approach
q An alert awareness of one’s own implicit assumptions in research
q Innovative academic research, free from political shackles, thinking 

afresh old problems and coming up with new solutions
q De-bunking myths through research
q Restoring our capacity for awe and wonder even in our research
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U Process

o U Process: A process beyond the usual approach to problems, requiring observation 
and factual analysis, conscious use of imagination, allowing inspiration to emerge, 
after which steps to implementation are taken, based on the deep understanding 
reached and reflecting the values revealed in the bottom of the ‘U’

o Major challenges often cannot be successfully met by using common cognitive 
processes or by focusing on details or separate elements of a situation

o U Process makes use of the faculties that produce art and scientific discoveries

o “The quality of results in any kind of socio-economic system is a function of the 
awareness that people in the system are operating from”

http://www.ottoscharmer.com/ // https://www.presencing.com/ // http://www.josephjaworski.com/
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Economic governance

• Considerably strengthened with a major role for the Commission 
• Six-pack, two-pack, TSCG [‘Fiscal Compact’], ESM Treaty
• Four issues:

A) State focus
B) Adversarial nature
C) Rules versus discretion
D) Transparency
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Twelve legal acts governing governance
1. TFEU (Articles 120-126)
2. Protocol on the Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP)
3. European Council Resolution on the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP),
4. Preventive arm Regulation (Regulation 1466/97, as amended), 
5. Corrective arm Regulation (Regulation 1467/97, as amended), 
6. Budgetary Frameworks  Directive (Directive 2011/85/EU), 
7. Legal act on the effective enforcement of the SGP in the Euro Area (Regulation 1173/2011), 
8. Legal act instituting the Excessive Imbalances Procedure (EIP) (Regulation 1176/2011), 
9. Legal act providing for enhanced enforcement of the EIP in the EA (Regulation 1174/2011), 
10. The first of the ‘two pack’ regulations, on the monitoring and assessment of draft budgetary plans (Regulation 

473/201), 
11. Fiscal Compact Treaty (officially: the Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance in the economic and monetary 

union
12. Commission communication on flexibility in the SGP (Making the best use of flexibility within the existing rules of the 

Stability and Growth Pact)
and so on…
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Transparency (and enforceability) of 
conditionality through EU legal acts
qMoU commitments have not always been translated item by item 

into EU legal acts adopted in the context of the EDP/SGP
q Greek MoU (August 2015) vs. Council Decision (EU) 2015/1410 

giving notice to Greece to take measures for the deficit reduction 
judged necessary to remedy the situation of excessive deficit and 
Council Implementing Decision (EU) 2015/1411 of 19 August 2015 
approving the macroeconomic adjustment programme of Greece
q Translation into legal acts of conditionality commitments would 

enhance democracy (transparency, scrutiny by EP) and enforceability
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Single Rulebook for Economic Governance

Ø Europe needs a Single Fiscal and Economic Governance Rulebook
Ø Inclusion of extra-treaty texts into EU law proper is warranted: 
q ESM Treaty
q TSCG [‘Fiscal Compact’]
q Agreement on the Single Resolution Fund
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Legal issue (equality before the law) 

There is a lack of equality between EU 
citizens: those who reside in programme 

States are far more likely to be impacted by 
EU economic policy ‘coordination’ than those 

living in creditor States.
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Rules vs. discretion – Euro Area policy stance

• Werner Report
• Delors Committee Report
• Automatic stabilisers (common financing of unemployment schemes?)
• Euro Area Treasury
------------------------------------
• Semi-automatic suspension of payments from structural funds (P, ESP)
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Adversarial nature of our economic governance system
• Confrontational and not very effective
• Policy prescriptions sharply distinguish between EU citizens – dichotomy 

leads to discord: dichotomy between Member States subject to MoUs and 
others in terms of economic policy coordination, the former subject to far 
more substantive rules and to larger incentives to comply than the latter 
has ugly potential to lead to discord. 

• Can Europe do better?
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State focus

• Economic developments are assessed on a nationwide level thus 
overlooking regional differences, or convergence

• This State focus, understandable as it is, strengthens national 
disparities at the expense of regional needs

• It reinforces the national reflexes
• Liberalising markets and free movement of persons as two examples
• Can we envisage more emphasis on regional economic developments 

and guidance on these? A return to “L'Europe des régions”
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The very States whose raison d’être is continued 
dependency of its citizens and corporations of the 

political process in State capitals, are the 
instruments through which EU policies translate 

into effects ‘on the ground’. This undermines 
these federal, continent-wide policies.
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A Question

Could we consider giving 
less prominence to States 

in the organisation of the Union?
And in our thinking?
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Democracy in Europe: Why the Development of the EU into a Transnational 
Democracy Is Necessary and How It Is Possible
Jürgen Habermas
First published: 17 March 2015



Non-violent resistance to the British Gov’nt
Worrying and divisive language came from the Tory party conference this week. 
What approach to take vis-à-vis Theresa May’s Government that seems to want to 
use the EU citizens living in the UK as pawns in Brexit negotiations with the 
continent and Ireland (the EU 27) on Brexit?
We should disarm Theresa May’s Government by unilaterally declaring 
that UK citizens are welcome to stay and by renouncing to use citizens as pawns in 
the negotiations that follow the triggering of Article 50 of the Treaty on European 
Union: #britishwelcometostayineu. 
Such a joint EU27 position, with the other Member States offering dual citizenship 
to all resident UK citizens, would be an act of non-violent resistance to the UK 
Government’s apparent approach. 
Using citizens as hostages of the negotiations is unworthy of the European 
ideal and reinforces divisiveness and division, which we have too much of in the 
world these days.
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Topicality of regional relevance

“Well, a London visa scares off people because it 
sounds difficult,” Khan says. “But if you think about it 
in a different way — about London businesses having 
the ability to recruit talent — that’s a different 
discussion. Nothing should be off the table.” 
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Sadiq  ,ن خانصادق اما  : Aman Khan
Mayor of London (UK)



Interest weighing at State and EU level
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Monetary policy

• Mandate: ECB’s non-standard monetary policy measures are within
• Gauweiler Case confirmed this reading of the ECB’s mandate
• Excursion into economic policy making acceptable for four reasons:

1. Secondary objective to support economic policies in the European Union
2. Legitimate as emanating from a major creditor perspective
3. Crisis permits a temporary wider drawing of mandate’s limits
4. Financial stability mandate supports this broader interpretation  

• Ledra Advertising Case: ECB subject to EU Charter of Fundamental 
Rights also when acting in ESM capacity (like European Commission)
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External representation

Four issues with recent proposal:
1) State-centered membership because the IMF is based on “countries”
2) Representation by the President of the Euro Group instead of by the Commission
3) Neglecting ECB independence and Article 6 ESCB Statute in the euro’s external 

representation
4) EU’s payments and capital movements competence requires common 

representation at the IMF
Proposal for a Council Decision laying down measures in view of progressively establishing unified representation of the euro
area in the International Monetary Fund, COM(2015) 603 final, 21 October 2015

Proposal for a Council Decision on the Representation and Position Taking of the Community at International Level in the context
of Economic and Monetary Union, COM(1998) 0637, 9 November 1998, withdrawn in 2015; see Official Journal of the European 
Union (OJ), No. C 392/6, 25 November 2015.
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Banking Union

• Need for completion: EDIS
• Need for true singleness of the Rulebook
• Major ECB/SSM efforts, including OND (Options and Discretions)
• Further need for alignment of rules and practices – two examples:
• Bank holding regulation and supervision: Europe is behind
• Practices on fit and proper testing varies on essential points
• Looking South instead of (only) West:
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Societal considerations
q Democracy is an ART: Accountability, Representation, Transparency 
q Ideas and structures should benefit society and its members, 

including those around us: animals (‘sentient beings’: Art. 13 TFEU)
q Holistic approaches preferable to niche constructions
q Humane policies – ‘definition’: “the corrective of 
Humanity when it is not at its best” – sorely needed now.
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A personal note

•γνωτι σεαυτον Delphi 
•Co-creation
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You must be the change you wish to see in the world. 



“A human being is part of a whole, called by us the ‘Universe’ 
—a part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his 
thoughts, and feelings, as something separated from the rest—
a kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is 
a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires 
and to affection for a few persons nearest us. Our task must be 
to free ourselves from this prison by widening our circles of 
compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of 
nature in its beauty.” Albert Einstein
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